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QUESTION NO: 1 
 

Your VPN tunnel does not pass traffic. You run the " get ike cookie " command and discover that

there is no cookie. What two (2) options should you check first ?
 

A. Phase 1 configuration options

B. Routes

C. Phase 2 configuration options

D. Policy configuration
 

Answer: A,B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 2 
 

You enter the following command set int e8 mip 1.1.8.32 host 10.1.10.32 netmask

255.255.255.248 How many MIP address translations have you just configured?
 

A. 6

B. 32

C. 1

D. 30

E. 8
 

Answer: E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 3 
 

You are looking at the event log of the initiating device and it says Received notify message for

DOI &lt;1&gt; &lt;14&gt; &lt;NO_PROPOSAL_CHOSEN&gt;. What is likely to be the problem?
 

A. Phase 1 key exchange failure

B. Phase 2 proposal mismatch

C. Phase 1 unrecognized peer

D. Phase 2 PFS failure
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 4 
 

Click the Exhibit button to view the exhibit. What does this icon indicate?
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A. Address translation is enabled on a policy

B. Scheduling is enabled on a policy

C. Logging is enabled on a policy

D. Counting is enabled on a policy

E. Authentication is enabled on a policy
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 5 
 

You have created your tunnel interface in the U ntrust zone. Traffic from the T rust zone is able to

enter the tunnel and pass to the destination. However traffic from a different interface in the U

ntrust zone is not able to pass traffic through the tunnel. You are using a single virtual router. What

could be causing this problem?
 

A. The tunnel is configured with a proxy id that does not include the address from the Untrust

interface.

B. A policy is needed since intra-zone blocking is on by default in the Untrust zone.

C. The routing tables are not correctly configured to allow the traffic from the Untrust source to be

delivered to the destination.

D. Two virtual routers need to be configured.
 

Answer: B

 

 

QUESTION NO: 6 
 

When managing a NetScreen device via the CLI and performing an image upgrade, from which

hardware components can the the ScreenOS image NOT be loaded?
 

A. TFTP server

B. Compact Flash Card

C. PCMCIA Card
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D. PC local disk

E. Internal Flash
 

Answer: D

 

 

QUESTION NO: 7 
 

Which item is different when configuring a route-based VPN gateway than a policy-based VPN

gateway?
 

A. Outgoing interface

B. Security Proposal

C. Binding a tunnel interface

D. Gateway
 

Answer: C

 

 

QUESTION NO: 8 
 

You are looking at your policies via the Web UI and you notice that the green permit policy has

turned blue. What would cause this?
 

A. The policy is currently passing traffic beyond its traffic limits and it is currently in alarm

B. The policy is configured to support a MIP

C. The Policy has failed to pass permitted traffic due to a virus

D. The policy is currently inactive

E. That the policy is configured for unidirectional NAT
 

Answer: E

 

 

QUESTION NO: 9 
 

You enter the following command set int e8 dip 5 shift-from 10.1.1.5 1.1.10.2 1.1.10.40 What will

be the source IP address of the egress packet for the second user requesting an address from the

DIP pool, if the source address of that user is 10.1.1.7 ?
 

A. 1.1.10.40

B. 1.1.10.2

C. 1.1.10.3

D. 1.1.10.4
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